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In the losing battle that the plotfghts with the characters, it ort"n takes a cowardly
revenBe' Nearly alL novels areJeeble at the end. This is because the plot requires to be
wound up. Wy j.s rftrs necessary? Why is there not a conventian which allows a novelist to
stop as soon as heJeels muddled or bored? AIas, he hos to round things off, and usually the
characters go dead while he is at work, and ourfnal impression of them is through
deadness.

-E. M. Forster

he Adventures oJ Huckleberry Finn has not alu,als occupied its present high place
in the canon of American literature. When it was first published in 1884, the
book disturbed and offended many reviewers, particularly spokesmen for t}e

genteel tradition. In fact, a fairly accurate inventory of the narrow standards
of such critics might be made simply by listing epithets they applied to Clemens's novel.
They called it vulgar, rough, ineiegant, irreverent, coarse, semi-obscene, trashy, and
vicious. So much for them. Today (we like to think) we know the true worth of the book.
Everyone now agrees that Hucftleberry Finn is a masterpiece: it is probably the one book
in our literature about which highbrows and lowbrows can agree. Our most serious
critics praise it. Nevertheless, a close look at what two of the best among them have
recently written will likeu'ise reveal, I believe, serious weaknesses in current criticism.
Today the problem of evaluating th. book is as much obscured by unqualified praise as it
once was by parochial hostility.

I have in mind essays b),LionelTrilling andT. S. Eliot. Both praise the book, but in
praising it both feel obligated to s{, 5elo"thing in justification of vrfiat so many readers
have felt to be its great flavv: tJre disappointing "ending," the episode which begins rn,hen
Huck arrives at t}e Phelps place andTom Sawyer reappears. There are good reasons
why Mr. Trilling and Mr. Eliot should feei the need to face this issue. From rhe point of
view of scope alone, more is invoived than the mere "ending"; the episode comprises
almost one fifth of the text. The problem, in any case, is unavoidable. I have discussed
Huileberry Finn in courses with hundreds of college students, and I have found only a
handfui who did not confess their dissatisfaction with the extravagant mock rescue of
Nigger Jim and the denouement itseH.The same question always comes up: "What went
wrong withTivain's noveh" Even Bernard DeVoto, whose wholehearted commitrnent to
Clemens's genius is well lcrovm, has said of the ending that "in the whole reach of the
English novel there is no more abrupt or more chilling descent." Mr. Trilling and Mr.
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Eliot do not agree. Thev both aftempt. and on similar grounds, to explain and defend
the conclusion.

Of the ttvo, Mr. Trill ing rnakes the more moderate claim for Clemens's novel.
He does admit that there is a "falling off " at the end; nevertheless he supports the
episode as having "a certain formal apftress." \4.r. Eliot's approval is without serious
qualification. He allows no objections, asserts that"it is right that the mood of the end of
the book should bring us back to the beginning." I mean later to discuss their views in
some detail, but here it is onlv necessar) to note that bot} critics see the problem as one
of form. And so it is. Like many questions of form in literature, however, this one is not
finally separable from a question of "content," of value, or, if you will, of moral insight.
To bring Huckleberry Finn to a satisfactory close, Clernens had to do more than find a neat
device for ending a story. His problem, though it may never have occurred to him,
vtras to invent an action capable of placing in focus the meaning of the journey down
the Mississippi.

I believe that the ending of Huckleberry Finn makes so many readers uneasy because
,h"y rightly sense drat it jeopardizes the significance of t}e entire novel. To take seriously
what happens at the Phelps farm is to take lightly the entire downstream journey.
What is the meaning of the journey? With this question all discussion of Huckleberry Finn
must begin. It is true that the \Ioyage dovrryr the river has manv aspects of a boy's idyl.
We owe much of its hold upon our imagination to the enchanting image of the raft's
urhurried drift \ rith the current. The leisure, the absence of constraint, the beauty of
the river-all these things delightus. "lt's lovelr.to live on a raft."And the multitudinous
life of the great valley we see through Huck's eves has a fascination of its own. Then, of
course, there is humor-Iaughter so spontaneous, so free of the bitterness present
almost ever)'where in American humor that readers often forget how grim a spectacle
of hurnan existence Huck contemplates. Humor in this novel flows from a bright joy of
Iife as remote from our world as living on a raft.

Yet along with the idyllic and the epical and the funnv rn HucHeberry Finn, there is
a coil of meaning which does for the disparate elements of t}e novel what a spring does
for a watch. The meaning is not in the least obscure. It is made explicit again and again.
The very words rvith which Clemens launches Huck and Jim upon their voyage indicate
that tleirs is not a boy"s lark but a quest for freedom. From the electriffng moment
when Huck comes back to Jackson's Island and rouses Jim vvith the news that a search

Parry is on the wa), we are meant to beiieve that Huck is enlisted in t}e cause of freedom.
"Git up and hump yorrrseif, Jim!" he cries. "There ain't a minute to lose. They're after
us!"What particuJarlrv counts here is the us. No one is after Huck; no one but Jim lsrows
he is alive. In that small urord Clemens compresses the exhilarating power of Huck's
instinctive humarun'. His unpremeditated identification with Jim's flight from slavery is
an unforgettable moment rn -\merican experience, and it malr f" said at once that any
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culmination of the journey which detracts from the urgency and dignity \4'ith which it

begins will necessarily be unsatisfactory. Huck realizes this himself, and says so when,

much later, he comes back to the raft after discovering that the Duke and the King have

sold Jim:

After all this long journey . . . here it was all come to nothing, every'thing all

busted up and ruined, because th"y could have the heart to serve Jim such a

trick as tJrat, and make him a slave again all his life, and amongst strangers, too,

for forty ditg dollars.

Huck knows that the journey will have been a failure unless it takes Jim to freedom.

It is true that we do discover, in t}e end, that Jim is free, but we also find out that the

journey was not the means by which he finalIy reached freedom.

The most obvious thirg wrong with the ending, then, is the flimsy contrivance

by which Clemens frees Jim. in the end we not only discover that Jim has been a free

man for two montJrs, but that his freedom has been granted by old Miss Watson. If this

were only a mechanical device for terminating the action, it might not call for much

comment. But it is more than that: it is a significant clue to the import of the last ten

chapters. Remember who MissWatson is. She is theWidow's sister whom Huck

introduces in the first pages of the novel. It is she who keeps "pecking" at Huck, who

tries to teach him to speli and to pray and to keep his feet off the furniture. She is an

ardent prosel;,tizer for piery and good manners, and her greed provides the occasion for

the journey in the first place. She is Jim's owner, and he decides to flee only u'hen he

realizes that she is about to break her word (she cannot resist a slave trader's offer of

eight hundred dollars) and sell him down t}e river away from his family.

Miss Watson, in short, is the Enemv. If we except a pre&lection for physicai

violence, she exhibits all the outstanding traits of the valley society. She pronounces t}e

polite lies of civilization that suffocate Huck's spirit. The freedom which Jim seeks,

and which Huck and Jim temporarily enjoy aboard the raft, is accordingly freedomJrom

every,thing for which MissWatson stands. Indeed, the very intensity of the novel derives

from the discordance between the aspirations of the fugitives and the respectable code

for which she is a spokesman. Therefore, her regeneration, of which the deathbed freeing

of Jim is the unconvincing sign, hints a resolution of tfre novel's essential conflict.

Perhaps because this device most transparently reveals that shift in point of view which

he could not avoid, md which is less easily discerned elsewhere in the concluding

chapters, Clemens plays it down. He makes little attempt to account for MissWatson's

change of heart, a change particularly surprising in view of Jim's brazen escape. Had

Clemens given this episode dramatic emphasis appropriate to its function, MissWatson's

bestowal of freedom upon Jim would have proclaimed what the rest of the ending
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actuaily accomplishes-a vindication of persons and attitudes Huck and Jim had
s)rmbolically repudiated when th"y set fort} dou'nstream.

It may be said, and with some justice, that a reading of the ending as a virtual
reversal of meanings implicit in the rest of tJre novel misses tJre point-that I have taken

the final episode too seriously. I agree t}lat Clemens certainly did not intend us to read it
so solemnly. The ending, one might contend, is simply a burlesque upon Tom's taste for
literaryromance. Surely the tone of the episode is familiar to readers of MarkTwain.
The preposterous monkey business attendant upon Jim's "rescue," the careless

improvisation, the nonchalant disregard for commonsense plausibility-all these things

should not surprise readers ofTwain or any low comedy in the tradition of "Western

humor." However, the trouble is, first, that the ending hardly comes off as burlesque:

it is too fanciful, too extravagant; and it is tedious. For exampie, to provide a "gaudy"

atrnosphere for the escape, Huck and Tom catch a coupie of dozen snakes. Then t}e
snakes escape.

No, there warn't no real scarcity of snakes about the house for a considerabie

spell.You'd see them dripping from the rafters and places every now and then;

and they generly landed in your plate, or down t}e back of your neck.

Even if this were good burlesque, which it is not, what is it doing here? It is out of

keeping; the slapstick tone jars with the underlying seriousness of the voyage.

Huileberry Finn is a masterpiece because it brings Western humor to perfection
and yet transcends t}e narrow limits of its conventions. But the ending does not.

During the final extra\/aganzawe are forced to put aside many of the mature emotions

evoked earlier by the vivid rendering of Jim's fear of capture, tJre tenderness of Huck's

and Jim's regard for each otJrer, and Huck's exsruciating moments of wavering between

honesty and respectability. None of these emotions are cailed forth by the anticlimactic

final sequence. I do not mean to suggest that the inclusion of low comedv per se is a

flaw in Huckleberry Finn. One does not object to the shenanigans of the rogues; t}ere is

ample precedent for the place of extravagant humor even in works of high seriousness.

But here tfre case differs from most which come to mind: the major characters

themselves are forced to play low comedy roles. Moreover, the most serious motive

in the novel, Ji-'t yearning for freedom, is made tJre object of nonsense. The conclusion,

in short, is farce, but the rest of the novel is not.

That Clemens reverts in the end to tfre conventional manner ofWestern low

comedy is most evident in what happens to the principais. Huck and Jim become comic
characters; t}at is a much more serious ground for dissatisfaction than the unexplained

regeneration of Miss Watson. Remember that Huck has grown in stature t}roughout

tJre journey. By the time he arrives at the Pheips place, he is not the boy who had been
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playing robbers with Tom's gang in St. Petersburg th" summer before. All he has seen

and felt since he parted from Tom has deepened his krrowledge of human nature and of

himself. Clemens makes a point of Huck's development in two scenes which occur just

before he meets Tom again. The first describes Huck's final capitulation to his own sense

of right and wrong: "All right, then, I'lI go to Hell."This is the climactic moment in the

ripening of his self-knowledge. Shortly afterward, when he comes upon a mob ri&ng

the Duke and the King out of town on a rail, we are given his most memorable insight

into the nature of man. Although these rogues had subjected Huck to every indignigv,

what he sees provokes dris celebrated comment:

Well, it made me sick to see it; and I r,vas sorry for them poor pitiful rascals, it

seemed like I couldn't ever feel any hardness against them any more in the world.

It was a dreadful thing to see. Human beings can be awful cruel to one another.

The sign of Huck's maturity here is neither t}e compassion nor the skepticism,

for both had been marks of his personality from the first. Rather, the special quality of

these reflections is the extraordinary combination of the two, a mature blending of his

instinctive suspicion of human motives with his capacity for piry.

But at this point Tom reappears. Soon Huck has fallen almost completely under

his sway once more, and we are asked to believe that the boy who felt pity for the rogues

is now capable of making Jim's capture t}e occasion for a game. He becomes Tom's

helpless accomplice, submissive and gullible. No wonder that Clemens has Huck remark,

when Huck first realizes Aunt Sally has mistaken him forTom, that "it was like being

born again." Exactly. In the end, Huck regresses to the subordinate role in which he had

first appeared in The Adventures of Tbm Sawyer. Most of those traits which made him so

appealing a hero now disappear. He had never, for example, found pain or misfortune

amusing. At the circus, when a clown disguised as a drunl< took a precarious ride on a

prancing horse, tfre crowd loved the excitement and danger; "it warn't funny to me,

though," said Huck. But now, in t}e end, he submits in awe to Tom's notion of what is

amusing. To satisfyTom's hunger for adventure he makes himself a party to sport which

aggravates Jim's misery.

It should be added at once that Jim doesn't mind too much. The fact is that he has

undergone a similar transformation. On the raft he was an individual, man enough to

denounce Huck when Huck made him the victim of a practical joke. In the closing

episode, however, we lose sight of Jim in the r\aze of farcical invention. He ceases to be

a man. He allows Huck and "MarsTom" to fill his hut with rats and snakes, "and every

time a rat bit Jim he would get up and write a line in his journal whilst the ink was

fresh."This creature who bleeds ink and feels no pain is something less than human.

He has been made over in the image of a flat stereotype: the submissive stage-Negro.

These antics divest Jim, as well as Huck, of much of his dig.ig and indir.iduality.
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What I have been saying is t}at the flimsy devices of plot, the discordant farcical
tone, and the disintegration of the major characters all betray the failure of the ending.
These are not aspects merely of form in a technical sense, but of meaning. For that
matter, I would maintain that this book has little or no formal unity independent of the
joint PurPose of Huck and Jim. What components of the novei, we may ask, provide the
continuity which links one adventure with another? The most important is the unifying
consciousness of Huck, the narrator, and the fact that we follow the same principals
through t}e entire string of adventures. Events, moreover, occur in a temporal sequence.
Then there is the river; after each adventure Huck and Jim return to the raft and the
river. Both Mr- Tiilling and Mr. E1iot speak eloquently of the river as a source of unity,
and they refer to the river as a god. Mr. tilling says that Huck is "the servant of the
river-god." Mr. Eliot puts it tiris way: "The River gives the book its form. But for the
River, the book might be only a sequence of adventures with a happy ending." This seems
to me an extravagant view of the function of the neutral agency of the river. Clemens
had a knowledgeable respect for the Mississippi, and, without sanctifying it, was able to
provide exceilent reasons for Huck's and Jim's intense relation pith it. It is a source of
food and beauty and terror and serenity of mind. But above all, it provides motion;
it is the means by which Huck and Jim move away from a menacing civilization.
They return to the river to continue t}eir journey. The river cannot, does not, supply

PurPose. That PurPose is a facet of their consciousness, and without the motive of escape
from society, HuileberrSr Finn would indeed'be only a sequence of adventures."
Mr. Eliot's remark indicates how lightly he takes the quest for freedom. His somewhat
fanciful exaggeration of the river's role is of a piece \,\'ith his neglect of the t}eme at tle
novel's center.

That theme is heightened by the juxtaposition of sharp images of contrartirg social
orders: the microcosmic community Huck and Jim establish aboard the raft and the
actual society which exists along the Mississippi's banks. The two are separated by the
river, the road to freedom upon which Huck and Jim must travel. Huck tells us what the
river means to them when, after the Will<s episode, he and Jim once again shove their
raft into the current: "It did seem so good to be free again and all by ourselves on tfre
big river, and nobody to bother us."The river is indifferent. But its sphere is relatively
uncontaminated by the civilization they flee, and so t}e river allows Huck and Jim some
measure of freedom at once, tfre moment tliey set foot on Jackson's Island or the raft.
O"ly on t}e island and the raft do th"y have a chance to practice that idea of brotherhood
to which tlt"y are devoted. "Other places do seem so cramped and smothery," Huck
explains, "but a raft don't.You feel toighry free and easy and comfortable on a raft."
The main thing is freedom.

On t}e raft the escaped slave and the white boy try to practice their code: "What
you want, above all things, on a raft, is for everybody to be satisfied, and feel right and
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kind towards the others."This hurnan credo constitutes the paramount affirmation of the

Adventures oJ Huckleberry Finn, and it obliquely aims a devastating criticism at the existing

social order. It is a creed which Huck and Jim bring to tJle river. It neither emanates

from nature nor is it addressed to nature. Therefore I do not see that it means much to

talk about the river as a god in this novel. The river's connection with this high aspiration

for man is that it provides a means of escape, a place where the code can be tested.

The truly profound meanings of the novel are generated by the impingement of the

actual world of slavery, feuds, lynching, murder, and a spurious Christian morality uPon

the ideal of the raft. The result is a tension which somehow demands release in the

novel's ending.

But Clemens was unable to effect this r-elease and at the same time control the

central t}eme. The unhappy truth about the endin g of Huckleberry Finn is that the author,

having revealed the tawdry nature of the culture of the great valley, yielded to its

essential complacency. The general tenor of the closing scenes, to which the token

regeneration of Miss Watson is merely one superficial clue, amounts to just that. In fact,

this entire reading of Huckleberry Fjnn merely confirms the brilliant insight of George

Santayana, who many years ago spoke of American humorists, of whom he considered

Mark Twain an outstanding representative, as having only 'half escaped" the genteel

tra&tion. Santayana meant that men like Clemens were able to "point to what contradicts

it in the facts; but not in order to abandon the genteel tradition, for they have nothing

solid to put in its place." This seems to me t}e real key to the failure of Huileberry Finn.

Clemens had presented the contrast between the two social orders but could not, or

would not, accept the tragic fact that the one he had rejected was an image of solid reality

and the ot}er an ecstatic dream. Instead he gives us the cozy reunion vdth Aunt Poliy in

a scene fairly bursting \4'ith approbation of the entire family, the Phelpses included.

Like Miss Watson, th" Phelpses are almost perfect specimens of the dominant

culture. They are kind to their friends and relatives; they have no taste for violence;

th.y are people capable of devoting themselves to their spectacular dinners while they

keep Jim locked in the little hut down by the ash hopper, with its lone window boarded

up. (Of course Aunt Sally visits Jim to see if he is "comfortable," and Uncle Siias comes

in "to pray with hi-.") These people, with their comfortable Sunday-dinner conviviality

and the runaway slave padlocked nearbl', are reminiscent of those solid German citizens

we have heard about in our time who tried to maintain a similarly gemiltlich way of Life

within virtual earshot of Buchenwald. I do not mean to imply that Clemens was unaware

of the shabby morality of such people. After the abortive escape of Jim, whenTom

asks about him, Ar:nt Satly replies: "Him? . . . the runaway nigger? . . . They've got hirn

back, safe and sound, and he's in the cabin again, on bread and water, and loaded down

wjth chains, till he's claimed or sold!" Clemens understood people like the Phelpses,

but nevertheless he was forced to rely upon them to provide his h.PPy ending.
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The satisfactory outcome of Jim's quest for freedom must be attributed to the
benevolence of the very people whose inhumanity first made it necessary.

But to return to the contention of Mr. Tiilling and Mr. Eliot t}at the ending is more
or less satisfactory after all. As I have said, Mr. Trilling approves of t}e "formal aptness,'
of the conclusion. He says that"some device is needed to permit Huck to return to his
anon).'rnity, to give up the role of hero," and that therefore "nothing could ser\re better
than the mind ofTom Sawyer rvith its literary furnishings, its conscious romantic desire
for experience and the hero's part, and its ingenious schematization of life. . . ."
Though more detailed, this is essentially akin to Mr. Eliot's blunt assertion that "it is
right that the mood at the end of the book should bring us back to that of the beginning."
I submit that it is wrong for the end of the book to bring us back to that mood.
The mood of the beginnin g of Huckleberry Finn is the mo-od of Huck's attempt to
accommodate himself to the ways of St. Petersbur-g. It is the rnood of the end oi IAe
Adventures oJ Tom Sawyer, when the boys had been acclaimed heroes, and when Huck
was accepted as a candidate for respectability. That is the state in which we find him at
the beginning of Huckleberry Finn. But Huck cannot stand t}e new way of life, and his
mood gradually shifts to the mood of rebellion which dominates the novel until he meets
Tom again. At first, in the second chapter, we see him still eager to be accepted by the
nice boys of the town. Tom leads the gang in reenacting adventures he has culled from
books, but gradually Huck's pragmatic turn of mind gets him in trouble. He has little
tolerance for Tom's brand of make-believe. He irritates Tom. Tom calls him a "numbskull,"
and finally Huck t}rows up the whole business:

So then I judged that all that stuff was only just one ofTom Sawyer's lies.
I reckoned he believed in the A-rabs and the elephants, but as for me I tl-rink
different. It had all the marks of a Sunday-schooi.

With this statement, which ends the third chapter, Huck parts company v\rithTom.
The fact is that Huck has rejected Tom's romanticizing of experience; moreover, he has
rejected it as part of the larger pattern of society's make-believe, tpified by Sunday
school. But if he cannot acceptTom's harmless fantasies about the A-rabs, how are we
to believe that a year later Huck is capable of awe-struck submission to the far more
extravagant fantasies witli which Tom invests t}e mock rescue of Jim?

After Huck's escape from his "pap," the drift of tlle action, like that of t}e
Mississippi's current, is awa! from St. Petersburg. Huck leaves Tom and the A-rabs behind,
aiong \^'ith the Widow, Miss Watson, and all the pseudo-religious ritual in which nice
boys must partake. The return, in the end, to the mood of the beginning therefore
means dsfs21-Huck's defeat; to return to that mood joyously is to portray defeat in the
gurse of victory.
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Mr. Eliot and Mr. Tiilting deny this. The overriding consideration for them is

form-form which seems largely to mean symmetry of structure. It is fitting, Mr. Eliot

maintains, that the book should come full circle and bring Huck once more under

Tom's sway. Why? Because it begins that way. But it seems to me that such structural

*ity is imposed upon the novel, and therefore is meretricious. It is a jerry-built

structure, achieved only by sacrifice of characters and theme. Here the controlling

principle of form apparently is unity, but unfortunately a unity much too superficially

conceived. Structure, after all, is only one slsn-rsn1-indeed, one of the more

mechanical elements--of unity. A unified work must surely manifest coherence of

meaning and clear development of theme, yet the ending of Huckleberry Finn, blurs both.

The eagerness of Mr. Eliot and Mr. tilling to justify the ending is symptomatic of that

absolutist impulse of our critics to find reasons, once a work has been admitted to the

highest canon of literary reputability, for admiring every bit of it.

What is perhaps most striking about t}ese judgments of Mr. Eliot's and Mr.

Trilling's is that th"y are so patently out of harmony \4'ith the basic standards of both

critics. For one thing, both men hold far more complex ideas of the nature of literary

,roiry than their comments upon Huileberry Finn would suggest. For anot}er, both critics

are essentially moralists, /et here we find them t*rrirg away from a moral issue in

order to praise a dubious structural unity. Their efforts to explain away the flaw in

Clemens's novel suffer from a certain narrowness surprising to anyone who knows their

work. These facts suggest that we may be in the presence of a tendency in contemporary

criticism which the critics tJ-remselves do not fully recognize.

Is t}ere an expianation? How does it happen t}at two of our most respected critics

should seem to treat so lightly the glaring lapse of moral imagination in Huileberry Finn?

Perhaps-and I stress t}e conjectural nature of what I am saFng-perhaps the kind of

moral issue raised by Huckleberry Finn is not the ldnd of moral issue to which today's

criticism readily addresses itself. Today our critics, no less than our novelists and poets,

are most sensitively attuned to moral problems which arise in the sphere of individual

behavior. They are deeply aware of sin, of individual infractions of our culture's Christian

ethic. But my impression is that th"y are, possibly because of the strengl of the reaction

against the mechanicai sociological criticism of the thirties, less sensitive to questions

of what might be called social or political morality.

By social or political morality I refer to t}re values implicit in a social system,

values which may be quite distinct from the personal morality of any given individual

within the society. Now the Adventures of Huckleberry Finn,Iike all novels, deals vvith the

behavior of individuals. But one mark of Clemens's greatress is his deft presentation

of the disparity between what people do when they behave as individuals and what

th.y do when forced into roles imposed upon them by society. Take, for example, Aunt

Sally and Uncle Silas Phelps, who consider themseives Christians, who are by impulse
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generous and humane, but rvho happen also to be staunch upholders of certain
degrading and inhuman social institutions. When th"y are confronted with an escaped
slave, the imperatives of sociai morality outweigh all pious professions.

The conflict between what people fiink th"y stand for and what social pressure
forces them to do is central to the novel. It is present to t}e mind of Huck and, indeed,
accounts for his most serious inner conflicts. He knows how he feels about Jim, but he
also knows what he is expected to do about Jim. This division within lr-is mind corresponds
to the division of the novel's moral terrain into the areas represented by the raft on the
one hand and society on the other. His victory over his "yaller dog" conscience therefore
assumes heroic size: it is a victory over the prevailing morality. But the last fifth of the
novel has the effect of diminishing the importance and uniqueness of Huck's victory.
\4/e are asked to assume that somehow freedom can be achieved in spite of the crippling

Power of what I have called tfre social morality. Consequently the less importance we
attach to that force as it operates in t}e novel, tJre more acceptable the ending becomes.

Moreover, the idea of freedom, which Mr. Eliot and Mr. Trilling seem to siight,
takes on its full sigruficance only when we acknowledge t}e power which society exerts
over the minds of rnen in the world of Huckleberry Finn. For freedom in this book
specifically means freedom from society and its imperatives. This is not the traditional
Christian conception of freedom. Huck and Jim seek freedom not from a burden of
individual guilt and sin, but from social constraint. That is to say, er.il in Huileberry Finn
is the product of civilization, and if this is indicative of Clemens's rather too simple
view of human nature, nevertheless the fact is that Huck, when he can divest himself of
the taint of social conditioning (as in the incantatory account of sunrise on t}e river),
is entirely free of anxiety and glt.The only g*tt he actually knows arises from
infiactions of a social code. (The g"ilt he feels after pl"F.g the prank on Jim stems
from his betrayal of the law of the raft.) Huck's and Jim's creed is secular. Its object is
harmony among men, and so Huck is not much concerned vi'ith his own salvation.
He repeatedly renounces prayer in favor of pragmatic solutions to his problems. In other
words, t}e central insights of the novel belong to the tradition of the Enlightenment.
The mea.itg of the quest itself is hardly reconcilabie wit} that conception of human
nature embodied in the myth of original sin. In view of the current fashion of reaffir*i.g
man's irurate depravity, it is perhaps not surprising to find the virtues of Huckleberry Finn
attributed not to its meaning but to its form.

But "if this was not the right ending for t}e book," Mr. Eliot asi<s, "what ending
would have been right?"Although this question places the critic in an awhvard position
(he is not always equipped to rewrite what he criticizes), there are some things which
may justifiably be said about the "right" ending of Huckleberry Finn.It may be legitimate,
even if presumptuous, to indicate certain conditions which a hlpothetical ending would
have to satisf if it were to be congruent with the rest of the novel. If the conclusion is
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not to be something merely tacked on to close the action, then its broad outline must be

immanent in the body of the work.

It is surely reasonable to ask that the conclusion provide a plausible outcome to

the quest.Yet freedom, in the ecstatic sense that Huck and Jim knew it aboard tJle raft,

was hardiy to be had in the MississippiValley in the 1840s, or, for that matter, in any

other known human society. A satisfactory ending rvould inevitably cause the reader

some frustration. That Clemens felt such disappointment to be inevitable is borne out

by an examination of the novel's clear, if unconscious, spnbolic pattern. Consider, for

instance, the inferences to be drawn from the book's geography. The river, to whose

current Huck and Jim entrust themselves, actually carries them to the heart of slave

territory. Once the raft passes Cairo, the quest is virtually doomed. Until the steamboat

smashes tlre raft, we are kept in a state of anxiety about Jim's escape. (lt may be significant

that at this point Clemens found himself unable to continue work on the manuscript,

and put it aside for several years.) Beyond Cairo, Clemens allows t}e intensity of that

anxiety'to diminish, and it is probably no accident that the fainter it becomes, the more

he falls back upon the devices of low cornedy. Huck and Jim make no serious effort to

turn north, and there are times (during the Wilks episode) when Clemens allows Huck

to forget all about Jim. It is as if t}e author, anticipating the dilemma he had finally to

face, instinctively dissipated the power of his major theme.

Consider, too, the circumscribed nafure of the raft as a means of moving toward

freedom. The raft lacks power and maneuverability. It can only move easily with the

gurlgnf-soutfrward into slave country. Nor can it evade the mechanized power of the

steamboat. These impotencies of the raft correspond to the innocent helplessness of its

occupants. Unresisted, the rogues invade and take over t}e raft. Though it is the

symbolic locus of the novel's cenftal affirmations, the raft provides an uncertain and

indeed precarious mode of traveling toward freedom. This seems another confirmation

of Santayana's perception. To say that Clemens only half escaped the genteel tradition

is not to say that he failed to note any of the creed's inadequacies, but rather t}at he

had "nothing solid" to put in its place. The raft patently was not capable of carrl.ing th"

burden of hope Clemens placed upon it. (Whether this is to be attributed to the nature

of his vision or to t}e actual state ofAmerican socie$ i. the nineteenth century is

anot}er interesting question.) In any case, the geography of the novei, the raft's

powerlessness, t}e goodness and r,'ulnerability of Huck and Jim, all prefigure a

conclusion quite different in tone from that vvhich Clemens gave us. These facts

constitute what Hart Crane might have called the novel's "logic of metaphor," and this

logic-probably inadvertent -actually takes us to t}le undetltrtg meaning of the

Adventures oJ Huckleberry Finn. Through the symbols we reach a truth which the ending

obscures: the quest cannot succeed.
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Fortunately, Clemens broke through to this truth in t}e novel's last sentences:

But I reckon I got to iight out for the territory ahead of the rest, because
Aunt Sally she's going to adopt me and sivilize me, and I can't stand it. I been
there before.

Mr. Eiiot properly praises this as "the only possibie concluding sentence." But one
sentence can hardly be advanced, as Mr. Eliot advances this one, to support the rightness
of ten chapters. Moreover, if this sentence is right, t}en the rest of the conclusion is
wrong, for its meaning clashes with t}lat of the final burlesque. Huck's decision to go
rvest ahead of the inescapable advance of civilization is a confession of defeat. It means
that the raft is to be abandoned. On the other hand, the jubilation of the family reunion
and the proclaiming of Jim's freedom create a quite different mood. The tone, except
for these last words, is one of unclouded success. I believe this is the source of the
almost universal dissatisfaction with the conclusion. One can hardly forget t}at a bloody
civil war did not resolve the issue.

Should Clemens have made Huck a tragic hero? Bot} Mr. Eliot and Mr. tilling
argue that that would have been a mistake, md th.y are \/ery probably correct. But
between the ending as we have it and tragedy in the fullest sense, there was vast room
for invention, Clemens might have contrived an action which left Jim's fate as much in
doubt as Huck's. Such an ending would have ailowed us to assurne that the principals
were defeated but alive, and the quest rulsuccessful but not abandoned. This, after all,
would have been consonant with the symbols, the characters, and the theme as
Clemens had created them_and \^rith history.

Clemens did not aclarowledge the truth his novel contained. He had taken hold
of a situation in which a partial defeat was inevitable, but he was unable to-or unaware
of the need to-give irnaginative substance to that fact. If an illusion of success was
indispensable, where was it to come from? Obviously Huck and Jim could not succeed
by their own efforts. At this point Clemens, having only half escaped the genteel
tradition, one of whose preeminent characteristics was an optimism undaunted by
disheartening truth, returned to it. WhS, he did so is anot}er story, having to do with his

parents and his boyhood, *'ith his own personality and his wife's, and especially \ rith

the character of his audience. But whatever the explanation, the fainthearted ending of
the Adventures of Huckleberry Finn remains an important datum in the record of American
thought and imagination. It has been noted before, both by critics and nonprofessional
readers. It should not be forgotten now.

To minirnize the seriousness of what must be accounted a major flaw in so great a
workis, in asense, to repeat Clemens's faiiure of nerve.This is a disservice to criticism.
Today we particulariy need a criticism alert to lapses of moral yision. A measured
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appraisal of the failures and successes of our writers, past and present, can show us a

great deal about literature and about ourselves. That is the critic's function. But he carurot

perform that function if he substitutes considerations of technique for considerations of

truth. Not only will such methods lead to errors of literary judgment, but beyond tJrat,

they may well encourage comparable evasions in other areas. It seems not unlikely,

for instance, that the current preoccupation with matters of form is bound up with a

tendency, by no means confined to literary quarters, to shy away from painful answers to

complex questions of political morality. The conclusion to the Adventures of Hucklebetry

Finn shielded both Clemens and h-is audience from such an answer. But we ought not to

be as tender-minded. For Huck Finn's besetting problem, the disparity between his best

impulses and the behavior the community attempted to impose uPon hi*, is as surely

ours as it rn'as Tlvain's.
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